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Optimization of Online Data Integration
Janusz R. Getta
School of Information Technology and Computer Science
University of Wollongong
Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia
Abstract— Online data integration is a process of continuous
consolidation of data transmitted over the wide area networks
with data already stored at a central site of a multidatabase
system. The continuity of the process requires activation of
data integration procedure each time a new portion of data is
received at a central site. Efﬁcient implementation of online data
integration needs a new system of elementary operations on the
increments and/or decrements of data and the intermediate results
of integration.
This work shows how to derive a new system of elementary
operations for online data integration from a system of base
operations on the data containers. In particular, we deﬁne a
new system of online operations based on the system of binary
operations of relational algebra. The paper analyses the properties
of the new system and describes the transformations of global
data integration expressions into the collections of online data
integration plans. It is presented how the system can be used
for the comprehensive analysis and optimization of online data
integration plans. The optimization techniques described in the
paper include reduction of input data increments, identiﬁcation
and elimination of intermediate materializations, and reduction
of ﬁxed size arguments in online data integration plans.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the central problems in the development of global
information systems is an efﬁcient integration of data transmitted over the wide area networks. A data integration subsystem
is one of the main components of a multidatabase system that
provides the users with a transparent and centralized view of
several distributed and heterogeneous databases. Online data
integration is a process of continuous consolidation of data
transmitted over a network with data already available at a
central site of a multidatabase system. The intermediate results
of online data integration provide a user with the most upto-date results of a query being processed by the system.
Online integration of data does not delay the processing of
incoming data until all transmissions from the remote sites
are completed. Instead, the transmitted packets of data are
integrated with the partial results as soon as they arrive at a
central site. Such approach reduces time spent by a user waiting
for the ﬁrst results from a running application and it allows
for an early termination of an application when the initial
results are inconsistent with the expectations. An important
advantage of online data integration is its ability to utilise the
unused computational resources at a central site while data
are transmitted over a network. The recent forecasts [1], [2]
anticipate that freely available distributed data sets and fast
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wide-area networks will promote online data integration as
an important research area of the distributed computing and
ﬁnancial data processing.
The performance of online data integration depends on the
advanced online algorithms used for consolidation of data
and on the efﬁcient optimization of online data integration
plans. Online algorithms [3] process the increments of input
data sets and continuously improve the results when the new
increments are available for processing. A virtual memory
manager or a scheduler of database transactions are the typical
implementations of online algorithms.
The research works on online data integration can be traced
back to the research on query processing in multidatabase or
federated database systems [4], [5]. Unpredictable behaviour
of the data transmissions in the wide area networks and strong
autonomy of the remote database systems makes the estimation
of query processing time hard and imprecise. It makes a query
processing plan optimal on one occasion, ineffective on the
other. The external factors affecting the performance of query
processing in multidatabase systems promote the reactive
query processing techniques. Reactive processing of a query
starts from a hypothetically optimal plan, and whenever the
further processing is impossible due to the network problems,
or unavailability of data from an external database site, the
processing is continued accordingly to a modiﬁed plan.
The early works on the reactive query processing techniques
are based on partitioning [6], [7] and dynamic modiﬁcation of
query processing plans [8], [9], [10]. Partitioning decomposes a
query execution plan into sub-plans at a point when the further
computations are no longer possible due to a lack of data. A
dynamic modiﬁcation technique ﬁnds a plan equivalent to the
original one and such that it is possible to continue integration
of the available data sets. The similar approaches dynamically
change an order in which the join operations are executed
depending on the arguments available at a central site. These
techniques include query scrambling [11], [12] and dynamic
scheduling of operators [13].
Another important research direction in reactive query processing aims at the optimization of relational algebra operations used for the data integration. These works include the
new versions of join operation customised to online query
processing, e.g. pipelined join operator XJoin [14], ripple join
[15], double pipelined join [16], and hash-merge join [17].
A technique of redundant computations simultaneously pro-
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cesses a number of data integration plans leaving a plan that
that provides the most advanced results [18].
The solutions based on data partitioning integrate the different components of integrated arguments accordingly to the
different plans. The Eddies are able to process each tuple
accordingly to a different plan [19]. A concept of state
modules described in [20] allows for concurrent processing
of the tuples and dynamically divides data integration task
among different plans and executes the plans sequentially or
in parallel. Adaptive data partitioning [21] technique processes
different partitions of the same argument using different data
integration plans. The works on adaptive data partitioning [21]
and optimizations of data stream processing [22] were the ﬁrst
attempts to use the associativity of join operation to integrate
the separate partitions of the same arguments with the different
integration plans. An adaptive and online processing of data
integration plans proposed in [23] also concentrates on the sets
of elementary operations for data integration and proposes an
algorithm that ﬁnds the best integration plan for the outcomes
of the most recent transmissions.
It is interesting that many of the recently developed techniques for data stream processing [24], [22] can be reused for
online data integration. It is so because the implementations
of both groups of systems require online algorithms that efﬁciently recompute a query each time one of the data containers
processed by the query is changed.
The works [25], [26], [27], [28] review the most important
data integration techniques proposed so far. A more up-to-date
and more detailed overview of the past works on adaptive data
integration can be found in [29].
The data integration techniques reviewed above use the
relational model of data as a global data model of a multidatabase system and the relational algebra as a language for the
formal speciﬁcation of data integration plans. Unfortunately,
any system of operations on the ﬁxed size data containers,
like for example a system that includes join, antijoin and
set union operations of the relational algebra, is not suitable
for the representation of online data integration procedures.
Online data integration needs the operations whose at least
one argument is an increment or decrement of data container,
the other arguments is are data containers, and whose result
is an increment or decrement of data container as well. In
such a system, the computations start from an operation on
an increment of data container transmitted through a network
and the data containers located at a central site. Then, an
increment or decrement of data container returned by the
ﬁrst operation becomes an argument of the second operation.
Each next operation uses an increment or decrement of data
container produced by the previous operation and also returns
an increment or decrement of data container for the successive
operation. Finally, an increment or decrement of data obtained
at the end of this process is integrated with the results of
the previous integration cycle providing the most up-to-date
evaluation of a query.
As the relational model is typically used as a global data
model of multidatabase system, the systems of elementary
92

operations for online data integration must also act on the
increments and decrements of relational tables and already integrated contents of the relational tables. In the consequence, the
elementary operations of online data integrator should process
the increments or decrements of relational tables against the
ﬁxed size relational tables. This work shows how to derive a
system of elementary operations on the increments or decrements of data containers from the system of base operations
on data containers and how create and how to optimize the
online integration plans formed from the sequences of the new
operations.
Typically, a query submitted by a user of a multidatabase
system is translated into a relational algebra expression whose
arguments are the results of sub-queries processed at the local
database sites. The expression, called as a data integration
expression, determines a way how the results of sub-queries
are combined into the ﬁnal answer. An online evaluation of
a data integration expression requires its transformation into
a sequence of elementary operations on the increments or
decrements of data containers. Such a sequence of elementary
operations is called as an online integration plan. An online
integration plan integrates an increment of the results delivered
by a sub-query with the results already available at a central
site. The total number of online integration plans required for
a given data integration expressions is determined by the total
number of its arguments where at least one online plan is
needed for each one of the arguments. The increments of an
argument of a data integration expression may be processed in
many different ways because usually there exist many online
integration plans for the argument. Selection of the the best
online integration plan from a set of equivalent plans is one of
the optimization strategies considered in this work.
The paper is organized in the following way. We start from
the presentation of a sample data integration model in Section
II. Section III shows how to derive a system of elementary
operations on the increments or decrements of data containers.
The sample derivations of elementary operations from the base
operations of relational algebra are presented in Section IV.
The next section (V) deﬁnes an online integration plan and
shows how to transform a data integration expression into a
set of online plans. Three optimizations techniques for online
integration plans are presented Section VI. Finally, Section VII
summarises and concludes the paper.
II. DATA I NTEGRATION M ODEL
In this work we consider a multidatabase system that integrates a number of distributed and heterogeneous database
systems such that the remote database sites are entirely transparent at a central site. A middleware implementing the system
provides a user with a view of a homogeneous database that
consists of the data containers r1 , . . . , rm . If the relational
database model is used as a global data model of the system
then the containers are the relational tables.
A query q(r1 , . . . , rk ) submitted by a user is decomposed
into k sub-queries qr1 , . . . , qrk that encapsulate the computations performed at the remote database systems in order to

materialize the data containers r1 , . . . , rm at a central site.
Two generic strategies of distributed query processing either
optimize an overall amount of time spend on the computations
or optimize the total amount of data transmitted over a network.
Query processing time is minimized when the sub-queries
qr1 , . . . , qrk are submitted and processed simultaneously at
the remote sites. Processing of sub-queries one at a time and
applying the results of one sub-query to modify the remaining
sub-queries minimizes the amounts of transmitted data. A
continuum of hybrid distributed query processing strategies is
included between these two generic strategies. Selection of the
best strategy is a hard problem and it is beyond a scope of this
paper.
This work applies a strategy that minimizes query processing
time through the simultaneous computations of sub-queries
at the remote database sites and simultaneous transmissions
of the partial results to a central site. The partial results are
transformed into the containers r1 , . . . , rk , which are structurally consistent with a global data model of a multidatabase
system, e.g. into the relational tables. The partial results are
integrated into the ﬁnal answer accordingly to an integration
plan P(r1 , . . . , rk ) derived from the original query q and
built from the base operations on the data containers, e.g. the
relational algebra operations on the relational tables.
A quite ineffective and naive approach would be to delay the
integration until all partial results are entirely transmitted to a
central site. Instead, whenever the computational resources are
available, it is possible to start and to continue the integration
each time a new packet of data is received at a central site.
Such technique, known as online data integration, makes
the process of integration more ﬂexible because there is no
need to wait for the entire arguments when a data integration
plan is evaluated accordingly to a given order of operations.
Online data integration ﬁnds the intermediate results of query
processing each time a new portion of data is received at a
central site and no matter which argument it belongs to. This
idea invalidates a concept of a single data integration plan
because the continuous re-evaluation of entire plan each time
a new packet of data is received takes too much time. Instead,
a data integration plan is transformed into a set of online data
integration plans where each plan represents an integration
procedure for the increments of one argument. An online plan
is a sequence of so called id-operations on the increments or
decrements of data containers and other ﬁxed size containers.
III. ID-O PERATIONS
Let r1 , . . . , rk be the data containers, e.g relational tables.
A base operation A is an operation whose arguments are the
containers ri , rj and whose result is a data container, e.g. a
join of relational tables is a base operation of the relational
algebra.
A modiﬁcation δi of a data container ri is a pair of data
containers <δi− , δi+ > such that δi− ∩ ri = δi− and δi+ ∩ ri = ∅.
An operation that applies a modiﬁcation δi to a data container
ri is denoted by ri ⊕ δi and it is called as an integration
operation. In the relational database model the integration

of a modiﬁcation δi with a relational table r is deﬁned as
(r−δi− )∪δi+ where r and both components of δi have the same
schemas. Then, δi− is a set of rows that have to be removed
from r and δi+ is a set of rows that have to be added to r in
order to implement a modiﬁcation δi .
An incremental/decremental operation later on called as
an id-operation of the ﬁrst argument ri of a base operation
A(ri , rj ) is denoted by αA (δi , rj ) and it is deﬁned as the
smallest modiﬁcation δA that should be integrated with the
result of A(ri , rj ) to obtain the result of A(ri ⊕ δi , rj ). In
the other words, the result of id-operation αA (δi , rj ) is the
smallest solution of an equation (1) below.
A(ri , rj ) ⊕ αA (δi , rj ) = A(ri ⊕ δi , rj )

(1)

An id-operation of the second argument of a base operation
A(ri , rj ) is denoted by βA (ri , δj ) and it is deﬁned in a similar
way. A result of id-operation βA (ri , δj ) is the smallest solution
of an equation (2) below.
A(ri , rj ) ⊕ βA (ri , δj ) = A(ri , rj ⊕ δj )

(2)

The id-operations allow for the fast re-computation of a
base operation after one of its arguments has changed. An
idea is to apply an id-operation to the modiﬁcation and the
other argument of the base operation to get a modiﬁcation
that can be integrated with the old result of base operation
to obtain the new result. Such procedure is faster because
one of the arguments of id-operation and data integration
operation on the left hand sides of the equations (1) and (2) is
small enough to be always kept in a transient memory. The
sequences of id-operations allow for the implementation of
online data integration plans were a modiﬁcation processed
by an id-operation returns a modiﬁcation processed by the
next id-operation and so on until the last id-operation in the
plan returns a modiﬁcation that updates the previous result of
integration.
The analytical solutions of the equations (1) and (2) provide
the explicit deﬁnitions of id-operations. Both equations are the
set algebra equations of type P ⊕ x = Q. To ﬁnd the smallest
solution of an equation of this type we transform it into a
ﬁxpoint equation (3).
x = x ∪ (((P ⊕ x) − Q) ∪ (Q − (P ⊕ x)))

(3)

A ﬁxpoint equation above can be solved with the Kleene
ﬁxpoint theorem, which states that for any complete lattice
L and a monotone function F : L → L the least ﬁxed point of
F is equal to ∪n∈N F n (⊥) where ⊥ is the smallest element in
a lattice L. Assuming that x ∪ (((P ⊕ x) − Q) ∪ (Q − (P ⊕ x)))
if monotone the ﬁrst iteration for ⊥ = ∅ provides x(0) =
(P − Q) ∪ (Q − P ) = P ÷ Q. We reach a ﬁxed point in the
second iteration where for x(1) = (P − Q) ∪ (Q − P ) = P ÷ Q
we get the same result. Therefore, the solutions of the equations
(1) and (2) are as follows.
αA (δi , rj ) = A(ri , rj ) ÷ A(ri ⊕ δi , rj )

(4)

βA (ri , δj ) = A(ri , rj ) ÷ A(ri , rj ⊕ δj )

(5)
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IV. R ELATIONAL A LGEBRA BASED ID -O PERATIONS
This section shows how to derive the id-operations from
the base operations of the relational algebra. We consider the
binary operations of union (∪), join (
), and antijon (∼) and
we assume that selection operation is always directly applied
to the arguments of binary operations and projection is applied
only one time to the ﬁnal result of query processing. After the
replacement of A(r, s) with r ∪ s and r ⊕ δi with (r − δi− ) ∪ δi+
in the equations (4) and (5) we obtain the equations below.
α∪ (δi , rj ) = (ri ∪ rj ) ÷ (((ri − δi− ) ∪ δi+ ) ∪ rj )

(6)

β∪ (ri , δj ) = (ri ∪ rj ) ÷ (ri ∪ ((rj − δj− ) ∪ δj+ ))

(7)

Next, we separately solve the equations (6) and (7) for
the negative (δi− ) and the positive (δi+ ) components of a
modiﬁcation δi .
α∪ (δi , rj ) =< (δi− ∩ ri ) − rj , (δi+ − ri ) − rj >

(8)

It is possible to simplify the result above using the properties
of a modiﬁcation δi , i.e. δi+ disjoint with ri and δi− included
in ri .
α∪ (δi , rj ) =< δi− − rj , δi+ − rj >
(9)
An operation β∪ (ri , δj ) can be derived in the same way. If a
base operation is commutative then the respective id-operations
for both arguments are always the same.
β∪ (ri , δj ) =< δj− − ri , δj+ − ri >

(10)

The implementations of id-operations (9) and (10) mean that
whenever one of the arguments of set union operation is
modiﬁed then it is possible to evaluate δi+ −rj and δi− −rj and
to integrate the results with the previous result of set union to
get a new result.
The id-operations of a base operation of relational join (
)
can be found in the same way from the equations (4) and (5).
−
 rj , δi+ 
 rj >
α
 (δi , rj ) =< δi 

β

 (ri , δj ) =< ri 

δj− , ri




δj+

>

(11)
(12)

The id-operations α∼ (δi , rj ) can be found in the same way
from the equations (4) and (5).
α∼ (δi , rj ) =< δi− ∼ rj , δi+ ∼ rj >

(13)

The id-operations β∼ (ri , δj ) must be derived in a different
way because the replacement of a base operation A(ri , rj ) with
ri ∼ rj makes the right hand side of a ﬁxpoint equation nonmonotone. Here, a base operation A(ri , rj ) is replaced with
ri ∼ rj in the original equation (1).
(ri ∼ rj ) ⊕ β∼ (ri , δj ) = ri ∼ (rj ⊕ δj )

(14)

Then, like in the previous cases, we separately consider the
incremental and decremental components of a modiﬁcation δj .
(ri ∼ rj ) ∪ β∼ (ri , δj ) = ri ∼ (rj ∪ δj+ )

(15)

It is equivalent to
(ri ∼ rj ) ∪ β∼ (ri , δj ) = (ri ∼ rj ) − (ri  δj+ )
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(16)

Therefore, an incremental component of δj contributes to a
decremental component of β∼ (ri , δj ). In the same way, we
ﬁnd a decremental component of δj that contributes to an
incremental component of β∼ (ri , δj ).
β∼ (ri , δj ) =< ri  δj+ , ri  δj− >

(17)

As a simple application of the id-operations derived above,
consider the processing of a global data integration plan
q(r, s, t) = t 
 (r − s) after a modiﬁcation δs =<
∅, δs+ > is applied to an argument s. Then, the equations
(12) and (17) contribute to the following expressions: δrs =
β∼ (r, δs ) =<r  δs+ , ∅> and δrst = β

 (t, δrs ) =<t 
(r  δs+ ), ∅>. Therefore, a modiﬁcation δs =<∅, δs+ > of an
argument s needs the following modiﬁcation of the current
 (r  δs+ ).
result of integration q  (r, s, t) = q(r, s, t) − t 
Note, that processing of a modiﬁcation δt of an argument
t needs either the materializations of intermediate results of
a subexpression (r − s) or the transformation of a global
integration plan q(r, s, t) = t 
 (r − s) into an equivalent
form where its syntax tree is either left (right)-deep and an
argument t is in the leftmost (rightmost) position of the tree.
V. O NLINE I NTEGRATION P LANS
An online integration plan is a sequence r0 :γ1 (r1 ). . . γn (rn )
where r0 is a data container whose modiﬁcation is processed
accordingly to the plan and each γi (ri ), is either an abbreviation of id-operation α(δrj , ri ) or β(rj , δri ) or an abbreviation
of id-operation δrj ⊕ ri . The evaluation of an online plan
starts from the evaluation of the ﬁrst id-operation α1 (δr0 , r1 )
or β1 (r1 , δr0 ). Then, a modiﬁcation δα1 produced by the
ﬁrst id-operation becomes an argument of the second idoperation α2 (δα1 , r2 ) or β2 (r2 , δα1 ) and so on. The adjacent
id-operations in an online plan always pass the results produced by id-operation γi as the arguments of the next idoperation γi+1 . For example, an online plan r:α
 (s)α− (t) ⊕
(w) represents a sequence of computations that starts from
δrs :=α
 (δr , s), where δr is a modiﬁcation of an argument r,
through δrst :=α− (δrs , t) and ﬁnally w:=w ⊕ δrst .
The online plans are derived from a data integration plan
P(r1 , . . . , rk ) constructed at the early stages of query processing. An online plan for an argument ri of P(r1 , . . . , rk )
is constructed by the traversal of a syntax tree of P from
a leaf node labelled by ri to the root node. Initially, at a
leaf node ri , we form an empty expression ri :. A procedure
Traverse(i,j) traverses a syntax tree of from node i to
node j. and it is as repeated as many times as it is needed
to reach the root node. The procedure performs the following
actions.
If a node i is a leaf node ri then
if a node k (see Fig. 1) is a leaf node rk then
append γj (rk ) to an online integration plan
where γj is an id-operation of an operation at
a node j
else if a node k is a root of a nonempty subtree then
append γj (mjk ) to an online integration plan
where mjk is a materialization of

δi
j
m jk

k

Fig. 1.

A. Reduction of Modiﬁcations
m ji
δi
i

Syntax tree traversed by Traverse(i,j).

the computations represented by a subtree with a root
node k
else if a node i is a root node of a nonempty subtree then
if a node k (see Fig. 1) is a leaf node rk then
append γj (rk ) to an online data integration plan
else if a node k is a root node of a nonempty
subtree then
append γj (mjk ) to an online integration plan
append ⊕mji to an online integration plan
end.
When a root node is reached by Traverse(i,j) then a
data integration operation ⊕w is appended to an online data
integration plan where w is the ﬁnal result of data integration.
For example, the procedure described above generates the
following online integration plans when applied to a data
integration expression r − (s 
 t):
r: α− (wst ) ⊕(w)
s: α
 (t) ⊕(wst ) β− (r) ⊕(w)
t: β
 (s) ⊕(wst ) β− (r) ⊕(w)
The online plans listed above are the sequences of id-operations
and data integration operations that process the increments of
the arguments r, s, and t in order to obtain the most up-to-date
evaluation of data integration expression.
VI. O PTIMIZATION OF O NLINE I NTEGRATION P LANS
Like in the traditional query processing, optimization of
online data integration transforms the online plans into the
semantically equivalent plans that can be implemented more
efﬁciently. The ﬁrst group of transformations reduces the
partial results transmitted over a network by moving the
most restrictive id-operations towards the beginning of online
plans. The other group of transformations removes the intermediate materializations in order to concatenate the adjacent
id-operations and to eliminate the updates of intermediate
materializations. The last group of transformations reduces
the size of selected arguments when the transmissions of the
other arguments are completed. All optimization techniques
presented in this work are the cost based optimizations. A
transformed online plan is considered to be more optimal when
its implementation is less expensive than the implementation
the same plan before the transformation. A near optimal plan
is obtained through the systematic transformations of online
plans towards the plans with the lower implementation costs.

An id-operation is restrictive when the modiﬁcations returned by the operation are smaller than its input modiﬁcations.
For example, an id-operation is restrictive when a unary selection is applied to the input modiﬁcations processed by the operation. Moving the most restrictive id-operations towards the
beginning of online data integration plan reduces the amount
of data processed by the remaining operations. An order of two
adjacent id-operations can be changed when the operations are
commutative. For instance, a sequence of operations α
 (s)
α
 (t) is semantically equivalent to a sequence α
 (t) α
 (s)
because α
 operation is commutative. Commutativity of idoperations is determined by the associativity of the relational
algebra operations that implement the respective id-operations.
In the example above, an expression (δ 
 s) 
 t implements
a sequence of id-operations α
 (s) α
 (t). The expression is
equivalent to (δ 
 t) 
 s, which is an implementation
of online plan α
 (t) α
 (s). It is possible to show that the
following pairs of id-operations are commutative: α∪ (s) α∪ (t),
α∼ (s) α∼ (t), β∼ (s) β∼ (t), α∼ (s) α
 (t), α∪ (s) α∼ (t), α∼ (s)
α∪ (t), and β∼ (s) β∪ (t).
In some cases, a modiﬁcation can be reduced by an additional operation executed before a given sequence of idoperations. For example, a sequence of operations α∪ (t) β∼ (s)
implemented as a relational algebra expression s  (δ − t)
can be transformed into s  ((δ  s) − t), which implements
an operation δ  s followed by the original sequence of idoperations α∪ (t) β∼ (s). The other cases of this kind include
the pairs of id-operations α
 (t)β∼ (s) and β∼ (t)α
 (s), which
are equivalent to δ  s followed by the original pairs of idoperations.
B. Elimination of Materializations
The procedure generating the online integration plans
creates the intermediate materializations whenever an
operation in a data integration plans acts on the results of two
subexpressions. The materializations have a negative impact
on performance because of the additional data integration
operation required in the online plans. For example, the
translation of a data integration plan (r 
 s) 
 t provides the
online plans where the additional data integration operation
⊕(wrs ) must be inserted into the plans for processing the
increments of r and s.
r: α
 (s) ⊕(wrs ) α
 (t) ⊕(w),
s: β
 (r) ⊕(wrs ) α
 (t) ⊕(w),
t: β
 (wrs ) ⊕(w).
The materializations can be completely eliminated if it is
possible to transform a data integration expressions to left
(right)-deep syntax tree for each one of the arguments of the
expression being in the left (right)-deep corner of the tree. For
example, to eliminate a materialization wrs from the online
plans given above it is enough to transform the original data
integration plan into (r 
 t) 
 s and to ﬁnd a new online
integration plan for processing the increments of an argument
t. Then ⊕(wrs ) can be removed from the remaining online
95

m(e)

α
r

e

s
Fig. 2.

A reduction of s by a complete argument r.

plans because a materialization wrs is no longer used in an
online plan for an argument t, see below.
r: α
 (s)α
 (t) ⊕(w),
s: β
 (r)α
 (t) ⊕(w),
t: β
 (r)α
 (s) ⊕(w).
A materialization can be removed when an id-operation is
distributive over the operation of relational algebra expression
that implements the materializations. In the example above it
is true that after the replacement of materialization wrs with
its implementation r 
 s an implementation of operation
β
 s) = (r 
 s) 
 δt . Then due to the associativity
 (r 
of join operation it is equivalent to (r 
 δt ) 
 s, which is an
online plan β
 (r)α
 (s) that does not use a materialization
wrs . Distributivity of id-operations over the operations of
 t),
relational algebra holds in the following cases α
 (s 
α
(s
∪
t),
α
(s
∼
t),
α
(s
∪
t),
β
(s
∼
t).

∼
∼
∼
C. Reduction of Arguments
It is possible to reduce the size of the arguments of data
integration plan when the transmissions of the other arguments
are completed. Consider a skeleton of data integration plan
given in Fig. 2 and assume that the schemas of r and s
have at least one common attribute whose value is used by
an operation α. Next, assume that the transmission of an
argument r is completed. Then it may happen that the result of
α(m(e), r) where m(e) is a materialization of subtree e with
an argument s is the same as the result of α(m(e ), r where
m(e ) is a materialization of subtree e with an argument
s ⊆ s. It means that certain rows included in s do not
contribute to the result of operation α due to the contents
of an argument r. Then, it is possible to remove such rows
from s. As an example consider a data integration expression
r ∼ (s 
b t) and assume that an attribute b is common to the
schemas of r, s, and t. If the transmission of an argument r
is completed then an intermediate result of s 
 t may contain
the rows that have no impact on the result antijoin operation.
Then, it is possible to remove from r and s all rows whose
values of an attribute b are not included in a set of values
of attribute b in an argument r. To eliminate such rows the
arguments s and t should be reduced to s  b r and t  b r. and
online integration plans for r and s should be transformed
into:
s:  b (r) α
 (t) β− (r) ⊕(w)
t:  b (r) β
 (s) β− (r) ⊕(w).
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In a general case, the reductions are possible when the
following conditions are satisﬁed.
1) The schemas of arguments s and r have a set of common
attributes x and x ⊆ y where y is a set attributes used
by operation α, e.g. join attributes of join operation.
2) A path from argument s to m(e) never passes through the
right argument of antijoin (∼), e.g. an operation t ∼ s
invalides the condition
3) Operation α is join operation (
) or operation α is
antijoin operation (∼) where an argument r must be the
left argument of antijoin, i.e. r ∼ m(e).
If the conditions above are satisﬁed then it is possible to reduce
an argument s to s  x r and to transform the respective online
plan s:γ1 (r1 ). . . γn (rn ) into s:  x (r) γ1 (r1 ). . . γn (rn ).
VII. S UMMARY, C ONCLUSIONS , AND F UTURE W ORK
This work considers the optimization of online data integration in a multidatabase database system. A process of
online data integration continuously appends the increments
of data sets transmitted over a network to the data sets already
available at a central site and recomputes a data integration
expression after each append. To make this process efﬁcient
we propose a new system of operations for processing the
increments of data sets against already transmitted data. The
paper introduces a concept of id-operation that encapsulates
the elementary computations on the increments and/or decrements of data. Next, we show how to derive a system of
id-operations from a system of relational algebra operations
and how to transform the data integration expressions into the
sets of online integration plans composed of the sequences
of id-operations and data integration operations. Finally, the
paper considers three types of optimization techniques for
online integration plans. These techniques include reduction
of input data, elimination of materializations and reduction of
arguments.
Several interesting problems remain open. These include the
questions whether the materializations can always be eliminated from the online integration plans and when it is beneﬁcial
to do so. Another interesting problem is identiﬁcation of
all reductions that are possible in a given moment of time
and scheduling of the reductions in a process of online data
integration. The other problems include the derivations of more
sophisticated systems of id-operations from the systems of
binary operations different from the relational algebra e.g. a
system including aggregation operations, further investigations
of the properties of online integration plans and more advanced
data integration algorithms where the application of a particular
online plan depends on what increments of data are available
at the moment.
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